Abstract: Fast-acting compression is used in hearing aids to compensate for loudness recruitment in patients with sensorineural hearing loss. It has been argued that compression normalizes loudness perception in hearing-impaired individuals at the expense of their intensity discrimination performance. Similar arguments have been made with regard to the effect of fast-acting compression on envelopes: Compression reduces the magnitude of envelope fluctuations and thus impairs the temporal processing capabilities of hearing-impaired individuals. The exact consequences of compression on these perceptual abilities are not clear, however, due to the level-and depth-dependent thresholds of intensity and modulation discrimination, respectively. The effect of compression will be quantified in terms of these psychophysical tasks.
INTRODUCTION
One of the most prominent characteristics of sensorineural hearing loss is the abnormal growth of loudness or loudness recruitment. Hearing-impaired listeners' sensitivity to sounds is more severely reduced for low-level sounds than for high-level sounds, such that a hearing aid which attempts to restore a signal to normal levels of loudness must provide gain that decreases with increasing signal level. Hearing aids which adjust the gain fast enough to provide different gain for different phonemes are called fast-acting or syllabic compressors.
One of the major criticisms of fast-acting compression is that intensity differences and envelope fluctuations are reduced and speech cues that rely on these contrasts for identification may become indistinguishable (1, 2). For example, 2: 1 compression reduces a IO-dB intensity difference (or envelope fluctuation) to a 5-dB difference. With respect to just-noticeable differences (inds), recruitment does not counter the effect of compression since hearingimpaired listeners tend to have normal intensity and modulation depth discrimination jnds when stimuli are audible.
Since modulation depth discrimination thresholds vary with the modulation depth of the standard, and compression affects both the standard and comparison signal similarly, the effective operating point of the task may be changed by compression to a region where depth discrimination is more sensitive. Since intensity discrimination thresholds vary with the level of the standard, gain that is applied with compression in a hearing aid may also change the operating point to a region where intensity discrimination is more sensitive. This is examined in the following by analyzing the effect of compression on modulation and intensity discrimination stimuli and using previously published threshold data to calculate threshold functions that would be obtained if a compression hearing aid processed the signals before being heard by the hearing-impaired subject. MODULATION 
DISCRIMINATION
It has been shown that hearing-impaired listeners have near-normal TMTFs when audibility is restored, so modulation discrimination functions obtained with normal-hearing listeners (3) are used in the following analysis. Compression with a l-ms attack time, 50-ms release time and 3:1 compression was modeled. Sinusoidally amplitude modulated tones at various modulation depths were passed through the compressor and the compressed modulation depth was calculated. The jnd for discrimination from this compressed modulation was determined from the threshold data, and the modulation depth of the pre-compressed signal necessary to achieve threshold when compressed was calculated.
The results are plotted in Figure I , where all modulation depths refer to the pre-compressed stimuli. The dashed line shows normal thresholds and the solid lines show thresholds that result from the 3:1 compression for different modulation frequencies. The modulation depths of the standard and comparison signals are rn, and rn,, respectively. Thresholds vary with modulation frequency since compression becomes less effective as modulation frequencies increase. In general, thresholds for the compressed signals are above normal for standards with low modulation depths, but above a certain depth thresholds are either the same or lower than normal. With an S-Hz modulator, for example, the modulation depth at which the functions crossover from above to below normal performance is approximately -9.5 dB, which corresponds to a 6-dB peak-to-valley difference. Thus, this compressor causes poorer modulation depth discrimination performance for ~-HZ envelope fluctuations of 6 dB or less. Intensity discrimination functions with hearing-impaired subjects have Weber fractions that decrease with increasing level of the standard. The amplification of sounds by hearing aids may counteract the reduction in intensity contrasts caused by compression since the sounds are presented at higher levels where intensity jnds are smaller. A procedure similar to that used to analyze modulation was performed on an intensity discrimination task.
It was assumed that the hearing aid wearer had a 50-dB loss in the frequency region of the stimulus. A 30-dB gain for 40-dB SPL input and a 2:l compression ratio were used, as prescribed by the Fig6 fitting rule (4). Figure 2 shows predicted discrimination thresholds with the hearing aid and mean thresholds for normal-hearing subjects with tones that are similar to those for hearing-impaired listeners (5) . The intensities plotted refer to the levels of the stimuli before hearing aid processing. Aided Weber fractions are better than normal for standards lower than 63 dB SPL. If the unaided Weber fractions were level-independent, such as with broadband noise stimuli, then the aided Weber fractions under 2: I compression would be 4.8 dB above normal, larger than the difference shown below. 
CONCLUSIONS
The effects of fast-acting compression on modulation depth and intensity jnds are partly mitigated by the thresholds' dependence on depth and level of the standard. Inasmuch as these threshold measures can be related to speech identification, they indicate that compression may only affect the normal use of envelope cues at low modulation depths, such as might occur with speech at a low signal-to-noise ratios, and above moderate stimulus levels.
